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Preface

Every so of ten, a big idea such as Darwinism or Marxism comes along

which does which challenges our basic assumptions about the way the

world works. Such ideas do not fit our habitual mental models. They

may be philosophical, scientific, economic or religious, but they have

real world outcomes which af fect our everyday lives. The concept of

Gaia (which sees the Earth as a self-organising system maintaining

conditions in which life can exist) is such an idea. It challenges us to

re-examine the foundations of our relationship with each other and

with the planetary system of which we are part. The Gaian idea is very

simple, but its implications are profound. 

T h at we need a new mental model for our place in the world is inc re a s-

i n g ly apparent The evi d e nce of h u m a n k i n d’s abuse of our surro u n d i n g s

mounts daily, yet as the flood waters rise around us, many still deny

even the possibility th at rainfall and combustion engines may be

linked. Gaian thinking can help us to develop a more holistic under-

standing of ourselves, our organisations, and the needs of our habitat. 

The task, howev e r, is very demanding. While we have st a rted to sp e a k

o f ‘ h o l i st ic gov e rn m e n t’ and ‘joined up th i n k i n g ’, we experi e nce inte n s e

difficulties in establishing mental connections, dialogues and organi-

s ational stru ct u res which cross tra d itional boundaries. We are to o

used to dividing the world into separate realms of enquiry, failing to

gra sp the continuum which links such seemingly disp a rate areas as agri-

culture, education, advertising and prisons. We are caught up in a way

of thinking which separates us from the world, and ‘different’ parts of

the world from each oth e r. This narrowing of our conceptual hori z o n s
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The characterisation of the individual also changes. Politicians and

j o u rn a l i sts like to speak of us as ‘motori sts’ or ‘parents’ or ‘patients’ but

Gaian thinking recognises that we all inhabit multiple roles which are

crucially shaped by our relationships with each other. In addition, it

te a ches us th at no single part of a system is inhere n t ly more imp ort a n t

than anoth e r, with obvious moral imp l ic ations both for the way

humans treat each other and the way they relate to other species.

Gaian thinking can also open up a whole new persp e ctive on the way

we think about community. While neo-Darwinism concentrates atten-

tion on the individual as a struggling, competitive, ‘selfish’ unit, Gaia

th e ory provides context, and the insight th at co-o p e ration and locus are

preconditions of individuality. It can also show how constant adapta-

tion in response to changing conditions is an imperative for organisa-

tions, as they struggle to cope with the dynamics and complexities of

change.  

While this pamphlet does not provide detailed recommendations or

p re s c riptions for policy, it nev e rtheless provides a strong, pra ct ical ch a l-

lenge to our political systems. 

Many politicians have said that they will put something – often the

e nvi ronment – ‘at the heart of g ov e rn m e n t’. This can only happen when

a Gaian vi ew, which sees n o t h i n gas a ri n g - fe nced ‘single issue’, takes hold

of our imaginations, and we begin to change our lives accordingly.

John Holden

Demos
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affects our ability to make policy, to conceive of solutions, and to

implement wide-ranging change. 

At the heart of this fragmentation lies the assumption that there is

a distinction between ourselves as individual human beings and the

world around us. We take this division for granted and conclude that

the world is a resource for our use and an arena for experimentation.

The essence of s c i e n t i fic emp i ricism depends upon our ability to

conceive of an observer detached from the object of study. An anthro-

p o l o g i st vi s iting conte mp ora ry we ste rn society would see us as a

community trapped within an Enlightenment mind-set, bounded by

preconceptions whose limits we cannot perceive.

Mary Midgley’s pamphlet probes the deepest foundations of this

mindset, and takes forward the task of enriching and supplementing

it. She shows that practical questions of policy and individual behav-

iour are influenced by intellectual history and conceptual structures

which we are often not even aware of. In doing so, she is also making

an important contribution to an emerging social and political agenda.

Gaia th e ory takes us beyond the subject / o b j e ct divide by ch a l l e n g i n g

the conception of ourselves as living on a planet. Instead of ‘humans’

and ‘environment’, we and the planet are together. Rather than inter-

a cting with our envi ronment, ‘we’ and ‘it’ are indivisible. We are a part

of, not apart from, the earth. This re a l i s ation is not yet widesp read, and

its imp l ic ations not not yet fu l ly apparent. But in many disciplines, fro m

m ate rial culture to medicine, from fiction to juri sp ru d e nce, people are

s e a rching for forms of e x p ression which can ov e rcome the once obvi o u s

divisions and distinctions between categories.

As the traditional borders between subjects break down, the struc-

tures and practices of politics will change. If there are no clear divid-

ing lines any more, no strict boundaries, how do we decide where

administrative responsibilities lie? For example should a ministry of

health deal with the way in which food is grown and distributed?

Should it operate sp orts facilities, and be conc e rned with the minimum

wage? Should a department of education have a say in the housing

conditions of children and parents? Indeed the category of ‘govern-

ment’ itself is called into question as politics becomes the domain of

the group, the individual, and the non-human, as well as th at of

‘politicians’ in the old sense.

Preface
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Summary

The idea of Gaia – of life on earth as a self-sustaining natural system –

is a powe rful tool th at could ge n e rate solutions to many of our curre n t

problems. It does not just lead to new applications of science and tech-

n o l o g y. It can also counte ra ct the corrosive forms of social atomism and

i n d i vidualism which infuse much current scientific thought. Its

approach, once fully grasped, makes a profound difference, not just to

how we see the earth but to how we understand life and ourselves. 

M u ch of the diffic u l ty about gra sping the concept of Gaia is not scien-

t i fic but comes from the fra g m e n ted ge n e ral fra m ework of our th o u g h t ,

w h ich arises from the art i ficial divisions th at f l ow from Descartes’ ori g-

inal fence between mind and body. Our moral, psychological and polit-

ical ideas have all been armed aga i n st holism. They are both to o

specialised and too atomistic. As many people are pointing out today,

that slant is giving us trouble in plenty of other places as well as over

Gaia. Yet we find it very hard to change it. 

In particular, the question of intrinsic value is increasingly urgent.

We must learn how to value various aspects of our environment, how

to stru ct u re social re l ationships and inst itutions so th at we value social

and spiritual life, as well as the natural world, alongside commercial

and economic aspects. 

Every thought-system has at its core a guiding myth, an imaginative

vision, which expresses its appeal to the deepest needs of our nature.

Through most of the twentieth century, many prophets in the West

have painted the world in terms of a narrow and romantic individual-

ism, a moral outlook which simply assumes that individual freedom is

the only unquestionable value. Indeed, we do not use the notion of
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s a c redness much to d ay except in a single context, namely, ‘the sanct ity

of human life’. Describing anything else as sacred can cause embarass-

ment. Yet we are surely beginning to feel how inadequate this attitude

is. We are becoming disturbingly aware of larger claims. We urgently

need ways to understand them and to act on that awareness. A Gaian

perspective can help us here. 

This pamphlet sets out the scientific origins and moral implications

of the Gaia hypothesis. It then goes on to explore the social and moral

bias of other, more dominant forms of scientific thought which have

blocked acceptance of it, and to examine the implications of a shif t

tow a rds a more holist ic, Gaia-ori e n ted appro a ch. It concludes with some

ideas about the applic ations in policy and pra ct ice of this re ori e n t at i o n

in our thinking. 
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Introduction
Why Gaian thinking is not a luxury

Gaia – the idea of life on earth as a self-sustaining natural system – is

a central concept for our age. It can both stimulate practical solutions

to environmental problems, and act as a cure for distortions that spoil

our current world-view. Current ways of thought tend to trap us in the

n a rrow, ato m i st ic, sev e n te e n th -c e n t u ry image of social life which

grounds today’s crude and arid individualism. A more realistic view of

the earth can give us a more re a l i st ic vi ew of o u rs e lves as its inhabit a n t s .

Our ideas about our place in the world pervade all our thought, along

with the imagery that expresses them, constantly determining what

questions we ask and what answers can seem possible. They enter into

all our decision-making. Twists in those imaginative areas account, I

believe, for the curious difficulty that we still have in taking the envi-

ronmental crisis quite seriously – in grasping the place that it ought to

have in our scheme of priorities.

Unc ov e ring the appro p ri ate place and role for the idea of G a i a

requires us to rethink the special significance which scientif ic think-

ing occupies in our everyday lives. Science is not just an inert store of

n e u tral facts. Its facts are always or ganised according to pat te rns which

are drawn from ordinary thinking in the first place and which often

rebound in a changed form to affect it profoundly in their turn. These

strong pieces of i m a g i n ative equipment need to be understood and crit-

icised. We shouldn’t slide into accepting their apparent moral impli-

cations merely because they are presented as part of science. 
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pattern, Gaian thinking tends to correct this outdated bias. It does not

re j e ct the central scientific message of n e o- D a rwinism. It simp ly points

out that it is not the whole story.

The scientific origins of Gaia

The idea fi rst arose out of c o n s i d e rations about the diffe re nce betwe e n

the earth and its siblings. James Lov e l o ck was emp l oyed by NASA in th e

early 1960s, designing sensitive instruments that would analyse the

s u rfaces and at m o sp h e res of o ther planets. But Lov e l o ck was a ch e m i st

who had previously worked in biophysics and medicine, and it seemed

to him th at the experiments proposed for dete cting life on oth e r

planets were too closely bound to expecting particular features similar

to life on earth. A wider strategy occurred to him. Perhaps, he th o u g h t ,

the most certain way to detect life on planets was to analyse

their atmospheres... life on a planet would be obliged to use the

atmosphere and oceans as conveyors of raw materials and depos-

itories for the products of its metabolism. This would change the

chemical composition of the atmosphere so as to render it recog-

nisably different from the atmosphere of a lifeless planet.3

He th e re fore comp a red the at m o sp h e res of M a rs and Venus with th at

of the earth and found indeed a startling difference. By this test Mars

and Venus appeared, in a simple sense, static and dead. They

had atmospheres close to equilibrium, like exhaust gases, and

both were dominated by the generally unreactive gas carbon

dioxide. [By contrast] the earth, the only planet that we know to

bear life, is in a deep state of disequilibrium... Earth’s atmos-

phere is like a dilute form of the energy-rich mixture that enters

the intake manifold of a car before combustion; hydrocarbons

and oxygen mixed....An awesome thought came to me. The

earth’s atmosphere was an extraordinary and unstable mixture

of gases, yet I knew that it was constant in composition over

long periods of time. Could it be that life on earth not only made the

atmosphere but also regulated it– keeping it at a constant composi-

tion and at a level favourable for organisms?4 (Emphasis mine)

What, then is the theory?

The current Gaian thinking that I believe can help here is a new scien-

tific development of an old concept. The imaginative vision behind it

– the idea of our planet as in some sense a single or ganism – is very old.

P l ato called the earth ‘a single gre at living cre at u re’ and this is language

that people in many cultures would find natural.1 Our own culture,

however, shut out this notion for a long time from serious thought.

Orthodox Christian doctrine damned it as involving pagan nature-

worship. And modern scientists, for their part, were for a long time so

exclusively devoted to atomistic and reductive explanations that they

too re j e cted this re fe re nce to a wider whole. Indeed, during much of th e

t we n t i e th century the very word ‘holist ic’ has served in some scientific

circles simply as a term of abuse.

Recently, however, scientists have become somewhat less wedded to

this odd one-sided reductive ideology – less sure that nothing is really

s c i e nce except part icle phy s ics. The envi ronmental crisis has helped th i s

shift by making clear the indisputable importance of ecology, which

a l w ays re fe rs outwards from part ic u l a rs to larger wholes. In th at

ch a n ged context, solid scientific reasons have emerged for thinking th at

the notion of our biosphere as a self-maintaining system – analogous

in some sense to individual organisms – is not just a useful but actu-

ally a scientifically necessary one.

Does it seem surprising that an idea should combine scientific and

moral importance in this way? That is actually not unusual. The two-

w ay inf l u e nce of i m a ge ry is shown imp re s s i v e ly by the powe rfu l

Machine Image which was central both to the Newtonian view of the

cosmos and to the Enlightenment’s notion of determinism. As Karl

Popper put it, ‘Phy s ical dete rminism ... was a day d ream of o m n i s c i e nc e

w h ich seemed to become more real with ev e ry adva nce of p hy s ics until

it became an apparently inescapable nightmare’.2 During the enlight-

enment, the mach i n e- i m a ge ry had taken ch a r ge of the thought. A stri k-

ing example today is the Neo-Darwinist picture – now extremely influ-

ential – of evolution as a simple projection of the money-market. Here

the noisy rhetoric of s e l fishness, spite, exploitation, manipulation, inve st m e n t ,

insurance and war-gameseasily persuades people that this new form of

Victorian social-ato m i st ideology must be true because it has th e

support of science. By using a different imagery and a different basic
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streamed aw ay very early, leaving it unp ro te cted aga i n st the deadly cold

of space. Here again, conditions on earth stabilised in a most remark-

able way within the quite narrow range which made continued life

possible.

L a st ly, th e re is the soil. We think of the st u ff we walk on as e a rt h, th e

natural material of our planet, and so it is. But it was not there at the

st a rt. Mars and Venus and the Moon have nothing like it. On them th e re

is only what is called regolith, naked broken stone and dust. By contrast

our soil, as Lynn Margulis points out, is a museum of past life;

Soil is not unalive. It is a mixture of broken rock, pollen, fungal

filaments, ciliate cysts, bacterial spores, nematodes and other

microscopic animals and their parts. ‘Nature’ Aristotle observed,

‘proceeds little by little from things lifeless to animal life in such a way

that it is impossible to determine the exact line of demarcation’.

Independence is a political, not a scientific term.6 (Emphasis mine)

In short, if all this is right, living things – including ourselves – and

the planet that has produced them form a continuous system and act

as such. Life, then, has not been just a casual passenger of the earth’s

development. It has always been and remains a crucial agent in deter-

mining its course.

Putting life together

Orthodox scientists, though they were at first sceptical about it, now

accept this general approach as one which can be used and debated

within science.7 But the importance of the concept is by no means

c o n fined to science. It conc e rns the ge n e ral fra m ework of our th o u g h t .

The new scientific arguments bring back into focus the tra d itional imag-

inative vision of a living earth – and show how much we need it in our

social and personal thinking. 

As Lewis Thomas has pointed out, this vision already took on a new

meaning for many of us when we first saw the pictures of earth sent

back by the astronauts:

Viewed from the distance of the moon, the astonishing thing

about the earth, catching the breath, is that it is alive. The

Checking what might follow from this, Lovelock found that there is

indeed a whole range of mechanisms by which the presence of life

seems, from its fi rst appeara nce on the earth, to have deeply infl u e nc e d

the at m o sp h e re in a way th at made its own continuance possible when

it otherwise would not have been.

The scale on which this happens is hard to gra sp. I will only mention

h e re only one simple and dra m at ic element in it – the Carbon Cycle. The

carbon which living things use to form their bodies mostly comes,

d i re ct ly or indire ct ly, from carbon dioxide – the gas which, on the oth e r

planets, acts as a full-stop to atmospheric reactions. Life is therefore

always withdrawing this gas from the atmosphere. Two statistics may

convey something of the scale on which it does it. First, if you stand

on the cliffs of Dover, you have beneath you hundreds of metres of chalk–

tiny shells left by the creatures of an ancient ocean. These shells are

made of calcium carbonate, using carbon that mostly came from the

air via the weathering of rocks – the reaction of carbon dioxide with

basaltic rock dissolved by rain. 

This process of ro ck- we ath e ring can it s e l f t a ke place without life. But

when life is present – when or ganisms are working on the ro ck and th e

earth that surrounds it – it takes place 1,000 times faster than it would

on sterile rock.5 Coal and oil, similarly, are storehouses of carbon with-

d rawn from the air. All this carbon will go back into circ u l ation one day,

but meanwhile it is locked away, leaving the breathable air that we

know, air that makes possible the manifold operations of life. Similar

life-driven cycles can be traced for other essential elements such as

ox y gen, nitro gen, sulphur and th at more familiar priceless th i n g ,

water.

Wa rm th provides another illustration. In the time th at life has

existed on earth, the sun has become 25 per cent hotter, yet the mean

te mp e rat u re at the earth ’s surface has remained always fairly const a n t .

Unlike Venus, which simply went on heating up till it reached temper-

at u res far above what makes life possible, the earth gra d u a l ly consumed

m u ch of the blanket of greenhouse gas – most ly carbon dioxide – which

had ori g i n a l ly warmed it. Fe e d b a ck from living or ganisms seems to hav e

p l ayed a crucial part in this steadying process and to have ensured, to o ,

th at it did not go too far. In this way the at m o sp h e re remained subst a n-

tial enough to avoid the fate of Mars, whose water and gases largely
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One aquarium, many windows

This difficulty in changing concepts is, of course, a common one. We

are always in trouble when we are asked to think about the world in a

new way. It is as if we had been looking into a vast, rather ill-lit aquar-

ium through a single window and are suddenly told that things look

different from the other side. 

We cannot have a single comp rehensive vi ew of the whole aqu a ri u m

– a single, all-purpose, philosophic Theory of E v e ry thing. Many

p rophets, from the sev e n te e n th century to the ninete e n th, from Leibniz

to Hegel and Marx, have tried to give us such a view. But their efforts

have proved misguided. The world is simply too rich for such reductive

strait-jacketing. There is not – as Leibniz hoped – a single underlying

qu a s i - m ath e m at ical language into which the vi ews from all asp e cts can

be translated. 

This does not mean that no understanding is possible. We can relate

these va rious asp e cts rat i o n a l ly because th ey all occur within th e

framework of our lives. We can walk round and look at other windows

and can discuss them with each other. But we cannot eliminate any of

them. We have to combine a number of different ways of thinking –

the views through several windows, historical, biological, mathemati-

cal, everyday and the rest – and somehow to fit them together.

When Galileo first expressed his views about the world, not only the

Pope but the scientists of his day found them largely incomprehensi-

ble. Yet those ideas, when developed by Descartes, New ton, Laplace and

the re st shaped the set of w i n d ows th rough which the whole

E n l i g h tenment looked into the va st aqu a rium which is our wor l d .

Many in our own age still want to see everything through this set of

w i n d ows. Oth e rs call th at set ‘modern’, contra sting it with va rious ‘post -

m o d e rn’ sets which may be expected to replace it. There is no doubt th at

the Cartesian approach needs radical revision. 

The Age of Alienation: dualisms In trouble

As many people have pointed out,9 the central trouble is the dualism

of mind and body. The notion of our selves – our minds – as detached

observers or colonists, separate from the physical world and therefore

from each other, watching and exploiting a lifeless mechanism, has

been with us since the dawn of modern science (and of the Industrial

photographs show the dry, pounded surface of the moon in the

foreground, dead as an old bone. Aloft, floating free beneath the

moist, gleaming membrane of bright blue sky, is the rising

earth, the only exuberant thing in this part of the cosmos. If

you could look long enough, you would see the swirling of the

great drift of white cloud, covering and uncovering the half-

hidden masses of land. If you had been looking a very long,

geologic time, you could have seen the continents themselves in

motion, drifting apart on their crustal plates, held aloft by the

fire beneath. It has the organised, self-contained look of a live

creature, full of information, marvellously skilled in handling

the sun.8

No other planet, inc i d e n t a l ly, has continental dri ft and it appears th at

l i fe may have played a part in making it possible – for inst a nce, by ch a n g-

ing the composition of the ocean floor in the way just mentioned. 

The prevalence of intellectual apartheid

The scientific details th at now art ic u l ate this pict u re of the living earth

give it a new kind of standing because of the special importance that

s c i e n t i fic thought has for us to d ay. They make us bring our official scien-

t i fic beliefs to ge ther with our imaginative life. Such a union is diffic u l t ,

because of the separations which our intellectual traditions impose

upon us. We are used to hearing of a stark war between the two

cultures and of a total separation between facts and values. In our

universities, the Arts and Science tend to be well separated. 

M u ch of the diffic u l ty about gra sping the concept of Gaia is not scien-

t i fic but comes from this fra g m e n ted ge n e ral fra m ework of o u r

thought. It arises from these artificial barriers, derived centrally from

Descartes’ original fence between mind and body. Our moral, psycho-

l o g ical and polit ical ideas have all been armed aga i n st holism. They are

both too specialised and too atomistic. As many people now point out,

th at slant is giving us trouble in plenty of o ther places, notably in many

a reas of m e d icine, esp e c i a l ly mental illness, as well as over Gaia. Yet we

find it very hard to change it. 
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Why ‘Gaia’?
Re-uniting science and spritiuality

One of these areas th at has been made art i fic i a l ly difficult – th e

connection between scientific thought and the rest of life – caused

serious misunderstanding over the name Gaia itself. Many scientists

re s i sted the th e ory because th ey thought this name unscientific .

Accordingly, though they eventually accepted much of the detailed

science, they avoided acknowledging it and so missed much of the

theory’s wider significance.

The name originally arose when Lovelock told his friend, the novel-

ist William Golding, that people found it hard to grasp his idea, and

Golding pro mp t ly replied ‘Why don’t you call it Gaia?’ which is the name

of the Greek earth-goddess, mother of gods and men. When Lovelock

used the name, it did indeed rouse interest in the theory. Many people

who had not previously understood it now grasped it and thought it

useful. Others, however, particularly in the scientific establishment,

now rejected it so violently that they refused to attend to the details of

it altogether.

Some people to d ay find it surprising th at an idea can be large

enough to have both a scientific and a religious aspect. This is because,

during the last century, our ideas of religion, of science and indeed of

l i fe have all been narrowed in a way th at easily obscures the connect i o n s

between them. (Here our windows have become a good deal smaller

than th ey we re when Galileo and New ton and Fa ra d ay used them. They

n ever doubted th at these things belonged to ge th e r) .12 To get round th i s

difficulty, Lovelock used a different image. He launched the medical

model of Gaia – the idea of the damaged earth as a patient for whom we

humans are the only available doctor, even though (as he points out)
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Revolution). Descartes taught us to think of matter essentially as our

re s o u rce – a jumble of m ate rial blindly inte ra cting. Animals and plants

were machines and were provided for us to build into more machines. 

It is this vision that still makes it so hard for us to take seriously the

d i s a ste rs th at now infe st our envi ronment. Such a lifeless jumble

would be no more capable of being injured than an avalanche would.

Indeed, until qu ite late ly our sages have re p e ate d ly urged us to carry on

a ‘war against Nature’.10 We did not expect the earth to be vulnerable,

capable of h e a l th or sickness, wholeness or injury. But it turns out th at

we we re wrong; the earth is now unmist a ka b ly sick. The living pro c e s s e s

(or, as we say, ‘mechanisms’) that have so far kept the system working

are disturbed, as is shown, for instance, by the surge of extinctions.

Descartes’ world-view did, of course, produce many triumphs. But it

produced them largely by dividing things – mind from body, reason

from feeling, and the human race from the re st of the phy s ical univers e .

It produced a huge harvest of local knowledge about many of the

provinces. But it has made it very hard for people even to contemplate

putting the parts together.

For a long time now our culture has tolerated this deprivation. But

it has become a serious nuisance in many areas of knowledge. The

problem of free-will is incomprehensible to people who think of mind

and body as radically separate. Similarly, it is impossible to understand

human motivation if one thinks of feeling as radically separate from

thought. The rise of systems theory and complexity theory are thriv-

ing attempts to break its restraints. Another such place is the lively

d e b ate now going on about problems of C o n s c i o u s n e s s .11 It is clear th at

many of us want to see our aquarium – our world, including ourselves

– more as a whole, indeed, that we desperately need to do this. To do

so, we must at tend to asp e cts of it which Enlightenment dualism

cannot reach.
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But he still writes, with equal firmness, ‘For me, Gaia is a religious

as well as a scientif ic concept, and in both spheres it is manageable ...

God and Gaia, theology and science, even physics and biology are not

separate but a single way of thought’.16

This raises the question; is religious talk actually incompatible with

science, as objectors to the name had implied? It is interesting to note

that such talk is readily accepted in one area of science – and that an

a rea which is often vi ewed as the arch e type of all science, namely, th e o-

re t ical phy s ics. As Marga ret We rtheim has pointed out, most of the gre at

physicists of the past, from Copernicus to Clerk Maxwell, insisted that

their work was pri m a ri ly and essentially religious. More re m a r ka b ly, to o ,

their modern successors still make the same claim, comporting them-

selves as a scientific priesthood. As Einstein put it, ‘In this materialistic

age of ours the serious scientific workers are the only truly religious people’17

( e mphasis mine). Einstein himself s h owed how sinc e re ly he meant th i s

by constantly referring to God in explaining his own reasoning (‘God

does not play dice’, ‘The Lord is subtle but not malicious’ and so forth).

And he explicitly said that this attitude was serious

Science can only be created by those who are thoroughly imbued

with the aspiration towards truth and understanding. The

source of this feeling, however, springs from the sphere of reli-

gion18

Later physicists have not dismissed this approach as a mere personal

quirk of Einstein’s. Instead, they have developed it in many best-selling

books with titles such as God and the New Physics,19 The Mind of God,20 The

God Particle,21 The Physics of Immortality: Modern cosmology, God and the resur-

rection of the dead22 and many more.

Is th e re perhaps some reason why religious talk of this kind is

appropriate in physics, but is scandalous when applied to the chemi-

cal and biological concerns of Gaian thinking? Or does the scandal lie

not so much in the subject-matter as in the sex of the deity? Is the idea

o f a female power in the cosmos somehow more unscientific than th at

of a male one? As Wertheim shows, a somewhat fantastic element of

m i s o g y ny has indeed always been linked to the sense of s a c redness th at

distinguished this study. The physical priesthood was an esoteric male

we lack the long experi e nce of o ther sick planets which a doctor

at tending such a case re a l ly ought to have. So he used the name ge o p hys -

iology to cover the skills needed by such a physician.13

This medical image ry has made it much easier for scientists to accept

the notion of Gaia. When the point is put in medical terms, they begin

to find it plausible that the earth does indeed in some way function as

an or ga n ic whole, th at its climate and oceans work to ge ther with

l i ving things to maintain a normal balance, and th at what grav e ly upsets

any part of the system is liable to upset others. They can see that, for

s u ch a whole, the notion of health is re a l ly qu ite suitable. And of c o u rs e

th ey find the patient Gaia, lying in bed and polite ly aw a iting their at te n-

tion, much less threatening than that scandalous pagan goddess.

Gods, goddesses and scientific status

L ov e l o ck, accord i n g ly, came under gre at pre s s u re to with d raw th e

goddess and for a while he seriously considered doing so. Eventually,

h owev e r, he decided th at the whole idea had to be kept to ge th e r

because the complexity was real. As Fred Pearce put it in an impressive

article in New Scientist:

Gaia as metaphor; Gaia as a catalyst for scientific enquiry; Gaia

as literal truth; Gaia as Earth Goddess. Whoever she is, let’s keep

her. If science cannot find room for the grand vision, if Gaia

dare not speak her name in Nature, then shame on science. To

recant now would be a terrible thing, Jim. Don’t do it.14

Lovelock didn’t. He does indeed constantly emphasise the scientific

status of the concept:

I am not thinking in an animistic way of a planet with

sentience...[Gaia] behaves like a living organism to the extent

that temperature and chemical composition are actively kept

constant in the face of perturbations. I am well aware that the

term [life] itself is metaphorical and that the earth is not alive in

the same way as you or me or even a bacterium.15
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This sense of awe and reverence is not, then, at all alien to science. It

is necessary to it, though of c o u rse it is central to religion as well. Every

belief-system, whether scientific or otherwise, involves some order of

values, some py ramid of p ri orities. And all such py ramids have a te rm i-

nus. For all of us, th e re must be some things th at mat ter in th e m s e lv e s ,

not merely as a means to something else, and these things are the

objects of awe. 

Secular thought in the West has not dropped this notion of intrin-

sic value. Instead, during the last century, it has simply ruled that the

only thing that has such a value is human individuality. Today we use

words such as s a c red and sanctity re a d i ly enough to describe human life ,

but become susp icious if th ey are used for any thing else. We have grow n

accustomed to think that the non-human world exists only as a means

to our ends, so that there could be no inherent reason why the fate of

the earth should concern us. Yet, faced by the growing environmental

crisis, we become less and less confident about this immunity.25

Our habitual individualism uses a minimalist moral appro a ch which

a l ready has diffic u l ty in explaining why each of us should be conc e rn e d

about any individual other than our own self – why our value-system

should ever go beyond simple egoism. It answe rs this qu e stion in te rm s

o f the social contra ct which is supposed to make it worth while for each

of us to secure the interests of fellow-citizens. The answer to the ques-

tion ‘Why should I bother about this?’ is then always ‘Because of the

contract which gives you your entrance-ticket to society’.

This contra ct model wor ks fairly well for polit ical life, for which it was

originally invented. But it is notoriously inadequate for the rest of life.
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one guarding a male god. Emphasising this, Henry Oldenburg, the Roy a l

Society’s first secretary, declared that its express purpose was ‘to raise

a Masculine philosophy’.23 This language closely echoes Francis Bacon’s

clarion-call for the new science to produce ‘a Masculine birth of time’,

an epoch when men could turn their ‘united forces against the nature

of things, to storm and occupy her castle and strongholds’.24

There is nothing new, then, in the association of religious language

w ith science. Of c o u rse the pers o n i fic ations in this kind of talk should

not be taken literally. Einstein made it clear that his God was very far

from being a personal one. Yet the reverent, awe-struck attitude that

lies behind such talk is surely suited both to science and to our general

relation to the cosmos. Einstein was not being silly. Anyone who tries

to contemplate these vast questions without any sense of reverence

simply shows ignorance of what they entail. And if the system of life

it s e l f is taken to have part ic i p ated in the history of evolution in the sort

of way that Gaian thinking suggests, then a substantial part of this

reverence is surely due to that system. If it has indeed played a crucial

p a rt in stabilising conditions on earth th rough billions of ye a rs ,

preserving the atmosphere and controlling the temperature in a way

that has saved the earth from becoming a dead planet like Mars and

Venus and turning it instead into the ch e rished blue- green sp h e re whose

picture we all welcomed – then our only possible response to that feat

is surely wonder, awe and gratitude.

This sense of wonder and gratitude is clearly what the Greeks had in

mind when they named the earth Gaia, the divine mother of gods and

men. They never developed th at naming into a full humanisation. They

never brought Gaia into the scandalous human stories that they told

about other gods – stories which, in the end, made it impossible to take

those gods seriously at all. But the name still expressed their awe and

gratitude at being part of that great whole. 

Today there is evidently more, not less, reason to feel that awe and

grat itude, because we understand more about the scope of the ach i ev e-

ment. The sense of life itself as active and effective in this vast devel-

opment has been made far stronger, not weaker, by our grasp of evolu-

t i o n a ry history. This is the sense th at Darwin expressed when he wro te ,

at the end of the Origin, ‘There is grandeur in this view of life’.
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ing of these organisms as originally separate units that have somehow

been forced to co-o p e rate – as basic a l ly independent entities which dri v e

bargains for social contracts with each other (‘reciprocal altruism’)

because they just happen to need each other to survive. The meta-

p hy s ical idea th at only individuals are real entities is still present in th i s

picture and it is misleading. Wholes and parts are equally real..

All this means th at, in sp ite of recent infl u e nces, dire ct conc e rn about

destruction of the natural world is still a natural, spontaneous feeling

in us and one th at we no longer have any good reason to suppress. Most

people, hearing about the wanton destru ction of fore sts and oceans fi n d

it shocking and – as has become clear in the last few decades – many

of them are prepared to take a good deal of trouble to prevent it. This

feeling of shock and outrage is the energy-source which makes change

possible. 

It has not yet been pro p e r ly tapped. As happened over nuclear powe r,

it takes a disaster to bring such needs home to people. Yet the feeling

is already becoming stro n ger and more vocal. It leads people to subscri b e

to environmental organisations. Though we have been educated to

detach ourselves from the physical matter of our planet as something

alien to us, this detachment is still not a natural or necessary attitude

to us. Since we now know that we have evolved from a whole contin-

uum of other life-forms and are closely akin to them – a point which

nobody ever explained to Descartes – it is not at all clear why we should

separate ourselves from them in this way. On this point, of course, the

findings of m o d e rn science agree much better with the at t itude of th o s e

s u p p o s e d ly more pri m itive cultures where people see th e m s e lves as part

o f the whole sp e ctrum of l i fe around them than th ey do with the exc l u-

sive humanism of the Enlightenment. They also agree better with most

of our everyday thought. The element in that thought which is now

beginning to look arbitrary and unreal is its exclusive humanism.

Indignant conc e rn on behalf o f the envi ronment does, then, alre a d y

exist. Our dif ficulty is that we cannot see how to fit it into our tradi-

tional mora l ity which – both in its Chri stian and its secular forms – has

been carefully tailored to fit only the human scene.

How should we deal with this conceptual emergency? I do not think

th at it is very helpful to proceed as some mora l i sts have done by

p romoting va rious selected outside entities such as ‘wildernesses’ to th e

We know th at we cannot think of rights and duties as optional contra ct s

set up between essentially separate individuals. Re l ations betwe e n

p a rents and ch i l d ren are not like this – and each of us, after all,

started life as a non-contracting baby. Nor indeed are most of our

personal relations. But we have not yet grasped how much worse this

m i s fit becomes when we have to deal with the re st of the nat u ral wor l d .

Even over animals, the legalistic notion of contractual rights works

b a d ly. And when we come to such ch ro n ic non-lit i gants as the ra i n - fore st

and the Antarct ic it fails us comp l e te ly. Entities like these are not fe l l ow-

citizens. They never signed a contract. They know nothing of us. How,

then, if duties are essentially contractual, can we possibly have duties

to them? John Rawls raised this question rather suddenly as an after-

thought at the very end of his famous book A Theory of Justiceand could

only say that it was one which lay outside his contractual theory.26 He

added that it ought to be investigated some day. But, as often in such

cases, the real re sponse has to be ‘you shouldn’t have st a rted from here . ’

Rawls’s book was the definitive statement of contract ethics and it

marked the end of the era when they could pass as adequate.

Granting citizenship to wildernesses

Individualism is bankrupt of suggestions for dealing with these non-

human entities. Yet we now have to deal with them, and pro mp t ly. They

can no longer be ignored. Clearly, too, most of us do now think of the

human drama as taking place within this larger th e atre, not on a pri vate

stage of its own. The Darwinian perspective on evolution places us

firmly in a wider kinship than Descartes or Hobbes ever dreamed of.

We know that we belong on this earth. We are not machines or alien

beings or disembodied spirits but primates – animals as naturally and

i nc u ra b ly dependent on the earth ly biosp h e re as each one of us is depen-

dent on human society. We know we are members of it and that our

te chnology already commits us to acting in it. By our pollution and our

forest-clearances we are already doing so.

What element, then, does the concept of Gaia add to this dawning

aw a reness? It is something beyond the fact of human sociability, which

has already been stated, for instance by communitarians.27 It is not just

the mutual dependence of organisms around us, which is already to

some extent being brought home to us by ecology. It goes beyond th i n k-
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is interesting because – as in the case of our own death ñ it was not

doubtful that the emergency would arise. But prudence is supposed to

operate on probabilities as well as on certainties. And the increasing

p ro b a b i l ity of e nvi ronmental disaster has been we l l - at te sted for at

least the last thirty years. 

D u ring all th at time, whenever the trav e l l e rs in ste e ra ge re p orted th at

the ship was sinking the first-class passengers have continued to reply

p l a c i d ly, ‘Not at our end’. Only very gra d u a l ly and shakily is th i s

prospect beginning to be admitted as an influence on policy – a topic

that should be allowed now and then to compete for the attention of

d e c i s i o n - m a ke rs, alongside football and te e n a ge sex and the Dow- J o n e s

Index and European Monetary Union. Only gradually is it beginning to

be seen th at ecology is act u a l ly a more imp ortant science than econom-

ics – that the profitable exchange of goods within the ship is a less

urgent matter than how to keep the whole ship above water. When the

story of our age comes to be writ ten, this persp e ctive may seem surpri s-

ing. 

Our imaginations, however, are not ruled by our reason. We do not

e a s i ly expect the unfamiliar, and maj or disaste rs are always unfamiliar.

When we are trying to be prudent, our thoughts turn to we l l - k n own and

immediate dangers, nervously avoiding a wider scene. That is why self-

interest alone cannot be trusted to answer our question about why the

e a rth should conc e rn us. Of c o u rse pru d e nce must come in, but unless

o ther reasons are already recognised pru d e nce usually manages to eva d e

the larger to p ic. That is why we need to think about those other re a s o n s

– about the ways in which the te rre strial whole, of w h ich we are a part ,

directly concerns us, and would still do so even if we could get away

with abusing it. As I am suggesting, we shall never grasp the nature of

that kind of concern so long as we try to model it on the civic concern

that links fellow-citizens. Duties to wholes, of which one is a part, naturally

differ in form from duties to other individuals.

Outward and inward looking concerns

For understandable polit ical reasons, ever since the Enlightenment, our

culture has made huge efforts to exclude outward-looking duties alto-

gether from Western morality. Pronouncements such as ‘there is no

such thing as society’ and ‘the state is only a logical construction out

st atus of h o n ora ry members of human society. If we claim (for inst a nc e )

th at a wilderness such as the Antarct ic has intri n s ic value because it has

independent moral status, meaning by this that we have decided to

grant it the privilege of treating it like an extra fellow-citizen, we shall

sound rather inadequ ate. These larger wholes are independent of us in

a quite different sense from that in which extra humans – or even

animals – who we re candidates for citizenship might be so. Our re l at i o n

to them is qu ite diffe rent from the one which links us to our fe l l ow-c it i-

zens. 

T h e re is, indeed, something unreal about the whole way of th i n k i n g

which speaks of these places as though they were distinct individual

‘ w i l d e rn e s s e s ’, units which are applying separate ly for admission to our

va l u e-sp e ctrum. Though we divide them for our thought, th ey fu nct i o n

as parts of the whole. At present, indeed, the Arctic and the Antarctic

are letting us know this because their ice, melted by global warming,

is affe cting the entire st ate of the oceans. That process is alre a d y

producing widespread floods that threaten the destruction of places

such as Bangladesh and Mauritius and widespread damage elsewhere.

Ne a rer home, it also looks liable to upset the Gulf Stream in a way th at

may drastically chill the climate of Europe. Without that convenient

w a rming system, we in Britain would find ours e lves ten degrees colder,

sharing the climate of Labrador, which is on much the same latitude.

And if that change happens it could apparently happen quite quickly.

Globalisation is no longer a distant option. It is here already.

The surprising inefficiency of selfishness

Could straightforward rational self-interest be enough to guide us?

Strangely, it seems that it is not. When things go well, we simply don’t

believe in disasters. Long-term prudence, reaching beyond the routine

p recautions of ev e ry d ay life, is an extra ord i n a ri ly feeble motive. Human

beings drive their cars wildly, climb mountains without proper maps

and constantly run out of money. On a grander level, the weakness of

human foresight was pleasingly seen in the failure of the electronics

industry to provide in advance against the Millennium Bug. For fifty

ye a rs all these highly-qu a l i fied, inte l l i gent and we l l - funded people

apparently assumed that the twentieth century would never come to

an end. Although they got away with it on this occasion, this example
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tant diffe re nce because the kind of e n t ity th at counts as ‘an indivi d u a l ’

is different in the two versions. 

The European version still sp e a ks of i n d i vidual people and th e re fore

stays close to real anarchism. The American one, however, expands to

include commercial freedom. And commercial freedom, in its modern

form, is a different thing and a very strange one. The entities which it

c o nceives as free are no longer individuals but cor p orations, often very

big and impersonal ones. The rhetoric of free trade, in fact, does not

now refer to individual freedom at all. The old romantic vision of

commercial freedom which Herbert Spencer presented in the 1880s –

a vision of heroic individual tycoons carving out the course of evolu-

tion with their bare hands – does not fit today’s conditions at all, what-

ever may be thought of its exactness in his own day.

There has, in fact, been a remarkable shift here in the central tenet

o f i n d i vidualism. The metaphy s ical belief in human individuals as th e

true atoms of social life – the only pro p e r ly real and sacred kind of u n it

– has given way. At the moment, the focus has shifted to another kind

of entity, the big corporation. But since that kind of entity, in its turn,

is now beginning to look rather less than ultimate – since the Internet

is threatening its supremacy by building a more diffused way of doing

business, while individual speculators infest it from within and shake

its control – this does not seem likely to be the end of the story. These

corporations may prove to be dinosaurs, entities remembered only as

we remember mediaeval guilds. What sure ly emerges is th at the whole

idea of a single favo u red, exc l u s i v e ly real unit was mist a ken in the fi rst

place. Life goes on on various scales, each of which is real and has to be thought

of in its own terms.

Sociality survives

This shift of emphasis to a kind of corporate freedom is, however, just

one more indication of how individualist propaganda cannot destroy

the corporate element in morals. Of course we still value our personal

freedom very highly. Psychologically, our emphasis on it may perhaps

be largely produced by overcrowding, by the sheer increase in human

numbers and in social mobility during the last century. We all see far

more people, especially far more strangers, in our daily lives than our

ancestors did, which imposes stress and social exhaustion. 

o f its members’ are only recent shots in this long indivi d u a l i st

c a mpaign. But the nat u ral stre n g th of o u t w a rd-looking conc e rn can be

seen f rom the way in which many such duties are still accepted. For

i n st a nce, the idea of duty to one’s countrystill pers i sts and it cert a i n ly does

not just mean duty to obey the gov e rnment. Again, even in our society,

where the idea of duty to a family, clan, locality or racial grouphas been

deliberately played down, those ideas still have great force whenever a

particular group feels threatened by outside oppression. The current

revival of nationalism among various groups, especially in the United

St ates, and the emphasis laid on s i sterhood by fe m i n i sts, all te stify to th i s

force. In other cultures, where no at te mpt has been made to underm i n e

it, its strength is unmistakable.

Another corporate claim which can operate powerfully is the idea of

a duty to posterity. This is not just the idea of a string of separate duties

to particular future individuals. It is rather the sense of being part of

a great historical stream of effort within which we live and to which

we owe loyalty. That identification with the stream explains the sense

in which we can – rather surprisingly – owe duties to the dead and also

to a great range of anonymous future people, two things which have

baff led individualistic thinkers. Even when there is no conscious talk

o f d u ty, people who work in any co-o p e rative ente r p rise – sch o o l ,

fi rm, shop, orch e stra, th e atrical comp a ny, te e n a ge gang, polit ical party,

football team – find it thoroughly natural to act as if they had a duty

to that enclosing whole if it is in some way threatened.

And this, it seems to me, is what is now beginning to happen about

the earth itself, as the th re at to it begins to be gra sped. When an enc l o s-

ing whole which has been taken for granted is suddenly seen as really

endangered, all at once its hidden claims become visible. 

However, through most of the twentieth century, many prophets

in the West have preached a kind of narrow and romantic individual-

ism, a moral outlook which simply assumes that individual freedom is

the only unquestionable value. This is a doctrine held in common by

Jean-Paul Sartre and Ayn Rand. Despite the difference of style, the

E u ropean and the American forms of it share a central message – social

atomism. Both conceive the indivi d u a l ’s freedom as negative – a mat te r

of avoiding interference. Politically, however, there is rather an impor-
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rhetoric in which it is expressed, the colourful imagery used to inflate

an interesting but modest range of facts about natural selection into

an all-purpose individualistic melodrama. 

This rhetoric is dist i nct from the official purpose of these discussions

and often confl icts with it. Offic i a l ly, th ey are an entire ly admirable cele-

b ration of evolution and of our oneness with the re st of n at u re .

S o c i o b i o l o g ical thinking aims to counter the narrow, exclusive human-

ism of which I have been complaining by making humans appear on

their proper scale in the vast evolutionary context. It aims to show the

grandeur of that context in a way that removes any sense of degrada-

tion from our assimilation to the rest of nature and makes us feel at

home in the natural world. 

I entirely accept all this, so I shall say no more of it here. But the

l a n g u a ge used to express it, and the imp l ic ations th at fo l l ow th at

l a n g u a ge, have a qu ite contra ry effe ct. I think the details of th i s

paradox are quite important. But they are somewhat aside from our

main business here, so I have relegated them to an appendix.

Rhetoric, myths and religion

The central thing th at is worrying about the sociobiologists is the exte n t

to which unexamined moral and political ideas have become grafted

i n to their scientific thinking. Sociobiology, however much it celebrate s

the unity of l i fe, also tends to ge n e rate, th rough its unc o n tro l l e d

rhetoric, a mindless social atomism. Gaian thinking, in which the rela-

tion between the two aspects is far better understood, can, I believe, do

a good deal to correct that bias.

It is inte re sting, too, th at the sociobiological celebration of evo l u t i o n

has, equally with Gaia, a religious angle, though one which the scien-

tists involved appear not to find shocking. Indeed, Wilson for one

welcomes this idea. He describes the evolutionary story, and the mate-

rialism which he thinks underlies it, as a rival mythology in direct

c o mp e t ition with tra d itional religion, an imp roved subst it u te which can

be relied on to supersede it:

Religion constitutes the greatest challenge to human sociobiol-

ogy and its most exciting opportunity to progress as a truly origi-

nal theoretical discipline. If the mind is to any extent guided by

Yet humans – even modern, civilised humans – are still social animals

to whom, on av e ra ge, the desolation of loneliness is a much worse th re at

than the inte rfe re nce of their fe l l ows. On the positive side, too, we hav e

talents and capacities which absolutely require generous, outgoing co-

o p e ration for their fu l filment – a point which Hegel got ri g h t .

Paradoxically, there are many things which a free, solitary individual-

i st is not free to do. He cannot be a parent, a qu a rte t - p l aye r, a tra g ic actor,

a teacher, a social reformer or even a revolutionary. Even Nietzsche’s

Zarathustra noticed this difficulty:

A light hath dawned on me. I need companions.... living compan-

ions which follow me because they desire to follow themselves –

and to go to that place whither I wish to go28

In fact, apart from certain narrow political contexts, human beings

a re not in the least like the pure, consistent, prudent egoists th at social

contract thinking requires. And today people are coming to see this.

Of course it is true that we need to stop the powerful oppressing the

weak, so we must have polit ical inst itutions to prevent the exploit at i o n

of these corporate loyalties. That is why we need a free press to answer

the pro p a ganda of g ov e rnments. And since the press it s e l f c o m e s

under commercial pre s s u re, th at pre s s u re, working th rough the labour

m a r ket, th rough advertisements and th rough countless other ch a n n e l s ,

is, on the whole, much more alarming to d ay than the power of re l i g i o n .

But the need to ward off these dangers cannot mean that we can do

w ithout cor p orate loyalties alto ge th e r. The outgoing, social side of

human life vitally needs them.

Paradoxes of sociobiology

I suggested earlier that one thing which makes our social nature hard

to see today is the intensely individualistic ideology which pervades

recent sociobiological discussions of evolution – their suggestion that

or ganisms evo lve so exc l u s i v e ly by comp e t ition th at co-o p e ration at any

level is not just wrong but impossible, since it is contrary to nature. 

This story is officially based on Darwin’s work, but is actually much

more extreme than anything to be found there. Its real ancestor is

H e r b e rt Spenc e r. The re m a r kable thing about it is the unbalanc e d
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There is nothing wrong with such images, but, as these examples

s h ow, no one of them can ever serve for all purposes. No pict u re

should be allowed to become an imaginative monoculture. They all need

to be corrected sometimes by other ways of thinking. The mythology

th at is offe red to d ay as a celebration of evolution by people like Wi l s o n

and Dawkins is one-sided because it is profoundly and arbitrarily indi-

vi d u a l i st ic. Its image ry of s e l fishness, spite, manipulation, inve stment, ch e a t s ,

war gamesand the rest unmistakably reflects the naive social atomism

of the 1970s and 1980s.

No doubt this dramatic language has been useful in bringing out

certain aspects of evolution and can still be used to investigate them

further. But it really is important that people who use it should grasp

its mythical character – should see that it is just one optional vision

among others, a slanted, incomplete picture belonging to a particular

e p o ch, a story which always needs oth e rs to corre ct it, not a final univer-

sal truth. The mythical quality which is of ten held to be an objection

a ga i n st the concept of Gaia is cert a i n ly no less present in the S e l fish Gene. 

In the real world, as many biologists have pointed out, co-o p e rat i o n

and comp e t ition go to ge ther as two sides of the same coin and, of th e

t wo, when things get at all comp l ic ated, co-o p e ration must usually

come fi rst because it makes other inte ra ctions possible. If we consider

h ow much co-o p e ration is needed to or ganise even a comp e t itive inst i-

tution such as the sto ck-e xch a n ge – or, indeed, even to or ganise a single

s chool sp ort s -d ay – this should sure ly be obvious. As Brian Goodwin

puts it :

There is as much co-operation in biology as there is competition.

Mutualism and symbiosis – organisms living together in states of

mutual dependency – such as lichens that combine a fungus

with an alga in happy harmony, or the bacteria in our guts, from

which we benefit as well as they – are an equally universal

feature of the biological realm. Why not argue that ‘co-opera-

tion’ is the great source of innovation in evolution, as in the

enormous step, aeons ago, of producing a eukaryotic cell, one

with a true nucleus, which came about by the co-operation of

two or three prokaryotes, cells without nuclei?

Kantian imperatives, they are more likely to be found in reli-

gious feeling than in rational thought... Make no mistake about

the power of scientific materialism. It presents the human mind

with an alternative mythology that until now has always, point

for point in zones of conflict, defeated traditional religion.....

The time has come to ask; Does a way exist to divert the power of

religion into the great new enterprises that lay bare the source of

that power?29 (Emphases mine)

This mythology is, he says, 

‘guided by the corrective devices of the scientific method,

addressed with precise and deliberately affective appealto the

deepest needs of human nature, and kept strong by the blind

hopes that the journey on which we are now embarked will be farther and

better than the one just completed.30 (my emphases). 

It is a faith carefully framed to suit the tastes of its potential congre-

gation. This consideration is evi d e n t ly strong, since it is hard to see what

scientific grounds Wilson could possibly offer for expecting the future

to be better than the past. That expectation did, of course, figure in

Lamarck’s and Herbert Spencer’s view of evolution. But scientists are

supposed now to have abandoned it. Pro gress of th at kind forms no part

of Darwin’s doctrine and current science says nothing to support it. 

Wilson is, of course, recognising the important truth that every

thought-system has at its core a guiding myth – not in the sense of a

lie but of an imaginative vision. And, unlike some scientists, he sees th at

this is as true of s c i e n t i fic wor l d - vi ews as it is of a ny oth e rs. True beliefs

need their imagery quite as much as false ones do, and a steady stream

of imagery has in fact played a crucial part in the rise of modern

science. In the early days that imagery centred on comparing the phys-

ical world with the clockwork machines of the early industrial revolu-

tion, an analogy which, after proving immensely useful, is now ru n n i n g

i n to trouble in places such as part icle phy s ics. Darwin, for his part, noto-

riously relied greatly on the metaphor of selection, another comparison

which has been very useful but has proved to have drawbacks. 
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Sorting out the levels

When the idea of Gaia was first introduced, one of the things that

shocked scientists about it was the way in which it clashed with this

individualistic picture, which they were used to regarding as as partic-

u l a r ly scientific. It seemed to them th at th ey we re being asked to

accept an idea of organisms working cosily together to improve their

environment, an idea which was incompatible with their evolving by

c u t - th ro at comp e t ition. Over-d ra m atising both stories, crit ics aske d

whether Gaian thinking supposed these rival entities to form commit-

tees and plan climate-change together? 

This confl ict, howev e r, does not re a l ly arise because the two pro c e s s e s

take place at different levels. At the local level, organisms do indeed

compete with one another and with neighbouring species. But one of

the ways in which they compete is in finding ways of improving their

environment, features which alter it – say, by making it warmer or

wetter – in a way that helps them to survive. As Lovelock says;

If, in the real world, the activity of an organism changes its

material environment to a more favourable state, and as a conse-

quence it leaves more progeny, then both the species and the

change will increase until a new stable state is reached. On a

local scale adaptation is a means by which organisms can come

to terms with unfavourable environments, but on a planetary

scale the coupling between life and its environment is so tight

that the tautologous notion of ‘adaptation’ is squeezed from

existence. The evolution of the rocks and the air and the evolu-

tion of the biota are not to be separated.32

36 Demos

Gaia

He points out th at these co-o p e rations are part ic u l a r ly striking at th e

m ic robial level, which is why recent inc reases in understanding of th at

level have directed people’s attention to them. But at every level they

are an essential feature of life. Darwinism, he says, describes

the evolutionary process as one driven by competition, sur vival

and selfishness. This makes sense to us in terms of our experi-

ence of our own culture and its values.... Darwinian metaphors

are grounded in the myth of human sin and redemption....But

Darwinism short-changes us as regards our biological natures,

We are every bit as co-operative as we are competitive, as altruis-

tic as we are selfish, as creative and playful as we are destructive

and repetitive. And we are biologically grounded in relationships

which operate at all the different levels of our beings....These are

not romantic yearnings and utopian ideals. They arise from a

rethinking of our biological natures that is emerging from the

sciences of complexity.31
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planets do not go out and mate with other planets. The biosphere has

not developed, as a species does, by the mutation and selection of p l a n-

etary genes. 35 But it is not obvious that reproduction of this kind has

to be a necessary condition for an entity ’s being considered alive.

S p e rm atozoa, for inst a nce, are commonly thought of as alive, since th ey

vi s i b ly swim around. They are unqu e st i o n a b ly part of the process of l i fe .

But they do not mate with other spermatozoa to produce young and

allow of natural selection between their progeny. Scientists can distin-

guish between living and dead sp e rm atozoa without having to suppose

them capable of re p roducing on their own scale. Similarly, the dist i nct i o n

between Mars and Venus as dead planets and the earth as a living one

can, as we have seen, be made by clear and relevant marks without any

reference to planetary reproduction.

Perhaps we should think of life, like ‘order’, as something that can

be present in diffe rent ways in units of d i ffe rent sizes. Asking about th i s ,

Lewis Thomas comments;

Item. I have been trying to think of the earth as a kind of organ-

ism, but it is no go. I cannot think of it in this way. It is too big,

too complex, with too many working parts lacking visible

connections. The other night, driving through a hilly, wooded

part of Southern New England, I wondered about this. If not like

an organism, what is it like, what is it most like? Then, satisfacto-

rily for that moment, it came to me; it is most like a single cell.36

He proceeds to develop this analogy. All this raises the question of

what elements the notion of life actually involves, something that is

really not simple. It is a complex concept which remains in many ways

mysterious to us. Lovelock comments -

Take the concept of life. Everyone knows what it is but few if

any can define it. It is not even listed in the [standard] Dictionary

of Biology. If my scientific colleagues are unable even to agree on a defin-

ition of life, their objections to Gaia can hardly be rigorously scientific.

If we ask a group of scientists ‘What is life?’ they will answer

from the restricted viewpoint of their own scientific disciplines.

A physicist will say that life is a peculiar state of matter that

Our interpretation of Darwin’s great vision is altered.... It is no

longer sufficient to say that ‘organisms better adapted than

others are more likely to leave offspring.’ It is necessary to add

that the growth of an organism affects its physical and chemical

environment; the evolution of the species and the evolution of

the rocks, therefore, are tightly coupled as a single, indivisible

process.33

S u ch imp rovements can help oth e rs as well without damaging

those who make them, because th ey expand the livi n g -o p p ort u n it i e s

available to all. That is how life was able to sp read over the planet in

the fi rst place. It makes no diffe re nce to this result which of th e

c o mpeting species got ahead of a n o ther in a part icular dev e l o p m e n t

because this is not a zero-sum game. An obvious exa mple is the tro p-

ical ra i n - fore st which continually absorbs and re c i rc u l ates rain. As Ti m

L e n ton say s :

A trait that brings the resulting organism closer to the optimum

growth conditions will spread. Such a trait is, by definition,

‘Gaian’. In contrast, a mutation in an ‘anti-Gaian’ direction will

have its spread restricted by putting the organism responsible at

an evolutionary disadvantage.... There are many examples of

living plants altering climate to their own benefit. Ecosystem-

level environmental feedbacks must be understandable in terms

of natural selection.... Ecosystems that have stabilising feedback

will tend to persist and spread, whereas ecosystems that develop

destabilising feedbacks will tend to collapse and disappear.34

Living?

A n o ther fe at u re which alarmed some scientists was the use of the word

‘ l i fe’. If we accept this way of thinking, can we re a l ly say th at the planet

itself is in some sense alive? 

Obviously this is a verbal question, but it raises very interesting

considerations about the way in which this concept works for entities

operating on different scales. One objection made to calling the earth

alive was that nothing can be alive unless it reproduces, and of course
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and is constantly being changed by their activity. Polyps and termites

cannot possibly be understood in abstraction from their co-evolved

homes. Neither can we.

reduces its internal entropy in a flux of free energy, and is char-

acterised by an intricate capacity for self-organisation. ... A neo-

Darwinist biologist will define a living organism as one able to

reproduce and to correct the errors of reproduction by natural

selection among its progeny. To a biochemist, a living organism

is one that takes in free energy as sunlight, or chemical potential

energy, such as food and oxygen, and uses the energy to grow

according to the instructions coded in its genes.

To a geophysiologist, a living organism is a bounded system

open to a flux of matter and energy, which is able to keep its

internal medium constant in composition and its physical state

intact in a changing environment; it is able to keep in

homoeostasis....Gaia would be a living organism under the physicist’s or

the biochemist’s definitions.37 (emphases mine)

The crucial point is th at life is not an accident or an alien invader but

an aspect of the earth itself. The sharp divisions we make across this

continuum reflect academic specialisations rather than unbreakable

natural barriers.

There is no clear distinction anywhere on the earth’s surface

between living and non-living matter. There is merely a hierar-

chy of intensity going from the ‘material’ environment of the

rocks and the atmosphere to the living cells. But at great depths

below the surface, the effects of life’s presence fade. It may be

that the core of our planet is unchanged by the presence of life,

but it would be unwise to assume it.38

He points out th at the things which we think of as most clearly alive

often have parts which are not alive, just as the earth does. Our own

teeth, hair, nails and bones are largely dead, but they are all parts of

us, some of them necessary parts. Then there are trees. The bulk of a

tree – the heart - wood – is not alive and neither is the outside bark. There

is just a thin layer of living tissue under the bark and in the leaves. But

these are all parts of the living tree. Again, coral polyps are the only live

part of a coral reef, but they have built the reef and they form a whole

with it. A termites’ nest, similarly, has been formed by its inhabitants
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Conclusion

For about a century and a half, competitive ideologies have reigned

more or less unopposed in our culture and the notion of the physical

world as an infi n ite ly exploitable oy ster has been widely accepte d .

Social atomism and Social Darwinism have been the romantic myths

of the early capitalist age, the background assumptions that now need

correcting. What Gaian thinking can do is to help us to see what is

before our eyes rather than look at these videos. It brings us up with a

quite new force against facts that we have been told about already but

have never really taken in.

Does it also revise our view of what those facts are? In detail it prob-

a b ly will do this. Scientists are now using Gaian ideas (not always under

that name) to investigate how the earth’s maintenance systems work,

and no doubt th ey will reveal new factors. But the main pict u re is before

us already. It centres on global warming. The earth is suffering from a

dangerous fever while the most powerful people on it keep piling on

m ore and more blankets of greenhouse gas – the very st u ff th at life has

had so much trouble keeping under control for so many centuries – th u s

making the fever worse. And there are so many of us humans now – so

many more than the ailing earth can easily carry – that we can no

l o n ger re ly on slight palliative measures. It is foolish to keep on ‘buying

time’ and not using it.

W h at, in this sit u ation, needs to be done fi rst? This is a qu e stion about

priorities. And the key to it is perhaps clearest in the image that I used

earlier of an ocean liner which is beginning to sink – only (as we explain)

not at our end.... Of course it is understandable that we do not see the

p l a n e t a ry dange r. Oth e r, more immediate evils const a n t ly demand our

at tention. Conditions on the te rre strial ship are bad in a thousand way s

and endless things need to be done about them. But if the ship sinks,

curing those evils will not be much help. The message is not that we

should value the health of the earth above human needs. It is th at th e s e

are not alternatives. Without a healthy earth, humans cannot survive

anyway. As Lovelock puts it;

Our environmental concerns are nearly all human and personal.

We worry far more about some remote danger of harm from

pesticide or unusual genes in food than we do about the grim

inevitability of global warming and all the harm that it will

42 Demos

Conclusion
What can we do about it? 

Most of this discussion has dealt with the imaginative role of Gaian

thinking, not with its imp l ic ations for policy. But of c o u rse th o s e

issues are linked. A clearer, more realistic imaginative vision of the

world is bound to make for a clearer sense of priorities. The lurid

competitive myths which have recently coloured our views both on

human social life and on evolution can obscure our real dange rs

completely. As I began to write this piece, the main item in the news

was a typical one; not (of course) how to use less fossil fuel so as to save

the rain-forests, but how to force the French to eat British beef which

th ey believe to be tainted with mad cow disease. As I finish it, the Wor l d

Conference on Climate Change at the Hague is being driven off the

front pages by quarrels in Florida about the disputed American presi-

dential election and civil war in Israel. Recent f loods, in Britain and else-

where, have lately begun to make environmental dangers seem more

real. But responses to this quickly subside into attempts to find some-

body to blame and worries about patching up the immediate damage.

The UK government is trumpeting its leadership on the reduction of

carbon emissions in the face of other countries’ failure, though such

re d u ctions are only a modest small step tow a rds the kind of s h i ft which

is actually needed.

Of course human beings naturally think like this much of the time.

Local squabbles fascinate us. But we don’t have to be wholly imp ri s o n e d

by them. Common dangers can shake us out of this narrowness. About

the earth they are, it seems, beginning to do so. And when they do, it

is very imp ortant th at we should have oth e r, non-c o mp e t itive ideas ava i l-

able to give us a different perspective.
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London now consult a Feng Shui expert about the site of their offices

and are afraid to smoke in meetings, two things which th ey would hav e

found unthinkable twenty years ago. It is not just an unreal piece of

moralising to suggest that we should cut down the use of cars. In spite

o f the car-lobbies, the appro a ching pro sp e ct of gri d l o ck is not act u a l ly

popular and many European cities, such as Fra n k fu rt, now live happily

with streets that have been largely cleared of the nuisance. 

Cars are indeed a most interesting and potent symbol of our chang-

ing concepts of freedom. In fantasy, cars are seen as a way of liberat-

ing their (solit a ry) driver from all outside inte rfe re nce, as th ey do in te l e-

vision advertisements where a lone car roams a romantic landscape,

a ch i eving a bizarre kind of o m n i p o te nce. In the real world, this dre a m -

solipsism is still disappointed. It is unfortunately impossible to elimi-

nate the other drivers. Everybody, therefore, tries to achieve their own

private omnipotence, resulting in a lot of stress, smash-ups and road-

rage. 

Our recent method of handling the planet has been rather similar

and it is turning out no more successful. Perhaps it really is time for us

to change it.

bring. We drive heedlessly to the supermarket in our polluting

cars where we buy organic, pesticide-free food for ourselves and

our family. Our priorities are all wrong. Our demons of nuclear

radiation and carcinogens from chemical industry are there but

tiny and feeble compared with the monsters that endanger the

earth and that we made.

We should fear the effects of removing natural habitats with

their ability to serve as global and local regulators. We should

stop all further habitat replacement by farmland. We might

even need to encourage intensive agriculture if doing so saves

land that can be set f ree to return to its natural state.

We should fear the consequences of changing the composition

of the atmosphere. We need to replace as soon as possible fossil

fuel energy production with solar, nuclear or any other large-

scale non-polluting power sources.39

These things come first. After them, he says, comes the need to

c o n s e rve fresh water and to prevent the excessive accumulation of C F C s

and similar substances that deplete stratospheric ozone and add to the

thickness of the gaseous greenhouse

All other environmental projects come after these. Of course that

does not mean th at th ey do not mat te r. They do mat te r, just as it wo u l d

still matter to look after sick people on a sinking ship. But doing so is

no substitute for plugging the leak. Of course Lovelock’s relative toler-

ance of nuclear power does not mean that he ignores its dangers. It

simply marks his sense of the far greater dangers – to humans as well

as to ev e ry thing else – th at go with gross ch a n ges in the earth ’s climate

and the overriding need to meet those dangers right away.

Is it actually possible for us to shift our priorities in this way? Does

the new millennium, with its promise of change, perhaps make so

d ra st ic an alte ration possible? Can it shake our deep and habit u a l

short-termism? These curious lines across the calendar do help our

thought, in spite of the nonsense that attends them. They serve to

remind us that change can happen, that our recent ways of living are

not fi xed in stone as ete rnal verities. Perhaps it is rather surprising th at

we need this reminder in an age where huge ch a n ges are alre a d y

happening, an age where (to take trivial examples) businessmen in
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are manifest. They are the means by which one organism gains

some advantage to the detriment of another.

No hint of genuine charity ameliorates our vision of society,

once sentimentalism has been laid aside. What passes for co-

operation turns out to be a mixture of opportunism and

exploitation. The impulses that lead one animal to sacrifice

himself for another turn out to have their ultimate rationale in

gaining advantage over a third; and acts ‘for the good’ of one

society turn out to have been performed for the detriment of

the rest. Where it is in his own interest, every organism may

reasonably be expected to aid his fellows. Where he has no alter-

native, he submits to the yoke of communal servitude. Yet, given

a full chance to act in his own interest, nothing but expediency

will restrain him from brutalising, from maiming, from murder-

ing – his brother, his mate, his parent or his child,. Scratch an

‘altruist;’ and watch a hypocrite bleed.41

S o c i o b i o l o g i sts re a ch this stra n ge conclusion by th ree steps. Fi rst, th ey

treat the innumerable altruistic and co-operative activ ities which are

well-known to occur among plants and animals as if they were just

devious stratagems to produce more descendants. Second, they imply

th at producing these descendants is it s e l f s o m e h ow an adva n t a ge to th e

parent, an advantage described as an increase in its ‘inclusive fitness’,

which simply means ‘having more descendants’. Third and strangest of

all, they dramatise that ancestor’s situation by the use of lurid motive-

words such as ‘selfishness’, ‘spite’ and ‘charity’ which give the impres-

sion th at it is deliberate ly planning its dynast ic fu t u re. They th e n

further confuse things by things by sometimes – but not always –

attributing these motives to the genes rather than to the organisms

themselves. . 

These writers do, of course, occasionally explain that their words

must not be taken literally. But the disclaimers are brief and are so

c o mp l e te ly cut off from their surroundings th at th ey do not have much

m ore force than the tiny warnings on ciga re t te packets. Like those warn-

ings, they are cancelled by their context. As in the Mafia, the sin is

confessed but there is no intention of amendment. These writings

continue to mix metaphor and literal science so thoroughly that it is

46 Demos

Appendix
Sociobiology: the politics of evolution

It is because the rhetoric of sociobiology bears on our central topic of

individualism I think we need to follow it out further. The spiritual

ambitions of sociobiological thinking are high. As Edward O. Wilson

puts it:

I consider the scientif ic ethos superior to religion.... The core of

scientific materialism is the evolutionary epic.... the e volution-

ary epic is probably the best myth we will ever have. It can be

adjusted until it is as close to truth as the human mind is

constructed to judge the truth. And if that is the case, the

mythopoeic requirements of the mind must somehow be met by

scientific materialism so as to reinvest our superb energies....

Every epic needs a hero, the mind will do.... Scientific material-

ism is the only mythology that can manufacture great goals

from the sustained pursuit of pure knowledge.40

This is a lofty project. Yet somehow most sociobiological accounts of

the workings of Nature sound rather like descriptions of a bad day on

the New York Sto ck Exch a n ge. Thus M.T. Ghiselin, echoing Dawkins and

Wi l s o n’s doctrines in language which is only slightly noisier th a n

theirs, writes as follows

The evolution of society f its the Darwinian paradigm in its most

individualistic form. The economy of nature is competitive from

beginning to end.... the underlying reasons for social phenomena
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Darwinism is still often taken for granted. (Wilson, for one, evidently

accepts it as his background). In Britain this is less true, but romantic

individualism itself still has a more general fascination which makes

it surface from time to time in most of us as a handy simplification. As

Michael Frayn says,

In some moods, at any rate, it seems to us that Robinson Crusoe

is the human archetype.... We feel that human societ y, with all

its compromises and relativities, is a construction from the

series of atomic individuals, each of them sovereign and entire

unto himself. We feel that we are Crusoes who have been set

down in sight of one another, so that the dif ficulties of commu-

nication and co-operation have been added to those of our isola-

tion. As if we are what we are and then we enter into relations

with the people around us.43

But man is the child of man. He comes from the belly of

another human creature, seeded there by a third. He can become

conscious of his thoughts and feelings only by articulating them

in a language developed by communication with his fellows.

Even in his inmost nature he is defined by interaction with

other beings around him.

D aw k i n s ’s and Wi l s o n’s b o o ks4 4 b o th came out in the mid-1970s, a time

when, on both sides of the At l a n t ic, the moral tide was on the turn fro m

the re l at i v e ly idealist ic, co-o p e rative te mper ge n e rated after the Second

World War towards a more relaxed mood of self-expression and self-

i n d u lge nce. In Britain, the real adva n t a ges which the We l f a re St ate had

p roduced we re becoming familiar. They we re beginning to be taken for

granted while the drawbacks which had gone along with them began

to be sharply felt. Bure a u c rat ic control and the ‘culture of d e p e n-

dence’ were seen as grave evils. The immediate remedy prescribed for

them was a return to commercial freedom and to extreme individual-

ism generally, which was seen for a time, with a good deal of unreal-

istic nostalgia, as a social panacea.

A p p e a ring at this point, these two exc iting sociobiological bibles we re

seen as simple celebrations of s e l f ishness and suited th at te mp e r

clear the auth ors th e m s e lves do not know how to distinguish them and

it is not to be expected that their readers should do so.

Spencerism and Thatcherism

It seems worth while to ask why anybody ever picked so odd a word as

s e l fish as a te ch n ical te rm when something like s e l e c table would have been

so much more appro p ri ate? And why did the public re spond so eage r ly,

making these books instant bestsellers? 

It seems clear that the reason for all this had nothing to do with

science. It lay in a fresh outcropping of the strong egoistic, individu-

alistic strain in our political and moral thinking which dates from

Hobbes. That strain became associated with evolution in Darwin’s day

th rough Herbert Spencer and the Social Darw i n i sts in a ro m a n t ic glori-

fication of capitalist enterprise entirely typical of that time.

Already at that time, the imagery began to give trouble. Theorists,

including Darwin, who discussed conflicts of interest in the rest of

n at u re const a n t ly used images drawn from two part icular human inst i-

tutions – war and commerce – and in that non-human context it was

not too hard to remember that these were only metaphors. But when

the discussion turned back to human affairs, it became much harder

to be clear that these were not literal descriptions of human life, new

truths about its characteristic motives and intentions, truths which

showed that it could all be reduced to these two simple models. The

d rama shaped by those models was then pro j e cted back, in its turn, onto

the cosmos, producing a picture of the universe in which commercial

rivalry provided the key guiding principle for everything ‘from gas to

genius’.

S p e ncer and his fo l l owe rs thus saw comp e t ition as the all-e x p l a i n i n g

pattern both for human life and (somewhat casually, for they were not

s c i e n t i sts) for the re st of n at u re, though Darwin himself, alway s

a n x i o u s ly aw a re of the limits of our know l e d ge, care fu l ly avoided th e s e

e x te n s i o n s .4 2 S i nce th at time, the confusions of c rude ‘Social Darw i n i s m’

have, of course, been repeatedly answered and by the mid-twentieth-

c e n t u ry it had fallen into disfavo u r. But, as often happens, the image ry

and the temper behind it remained, waiting for another theoretical

v e h icle. In the Un ited St ates, in consequ e nce of S p e nc e r’s infl u e nce and

the actual development of c a p italism, a kind of f a ith in Social
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p e rfe ct ly. Their doctrines have th e re fore, not unnat u ra l ly, been

d e s c ribed as biological Thatch e rism. It is right to stress th at the auth ors

th e m s e lves re j e ct this ch a r ge. When taxed with moral or polit ic a l

implications they usually recoil in astonishment saying that they are

only doing science. And it is quite true that they do not make the kind

o f sp e c i fic polit ical re c o m m e n d ations th at the Social Darw i n i sts made.

But one does not have to give detailed advice to have a moral and polit-

ical inf l u e nce. No doubt their vagueness about moral contexts is

genuine. But this only shows, I think, how poorly current scientific

e d u c ation pre p a res scientists to understand the crucial place of s c i e nc e

in the rest of life.

This sociobiological story is re a l ly significant because it illustrates how

the patterns of thought used in science and especially its dominant

images – are drawn from everyday life and are often returned to that

life in significantly altered forms. And today, when we respect science

so deeply, we find it increasingly natural to turn to those thought-

patterns for guidance on central matters in our lives. Indeed, Dawkins

himself introduces his book by offering just this kind of guidance;

We no longer have to resort to superstition when faced with the

deep problems; Is there a meaning to life? What are we for?

What is man?...[then, quoting GG Simpson] ‘all attempts to

answer that [last] question before 1859 are worthless and... we

will be better off if we ignore them completely’.45

He clearly recognises here, in fact, th at an idea can indeed have both

scientific and moral importance, which is what I am saying is true in

the case of Gaia. But if this is so, then it seems th at scientists are re sp o n-

sible for thinking through the social consequences of what they are

suggesting. On these vast subjects, it is not possible only to be doing

s c i e nce. Science done at th at level cannot help invo lving morals and poli-

tics as well. 
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